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The suspect is your patient, Dr. Cross. An anonymous caller has promised to set off deadly bombs

in Washington, DC. A cruel hoax or the real deal? By the time Alex Cross and his wife, Bree Stone,

uncover the chilling truth, it may already be too late....>i>i>
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James Patterson has written more bestsellers and created more enduring fictional characters than

any other novelist writing today. He lives in Florida with his family.

Over the years James Patterson has put out books that have a good slow build culminating in a fast

paced seemingly rushed conclusion. His singular author novels are better in content compared to

his joint efforts which show a clear style contrast. In these "Book Shot" efforts he eliminates the

middle "fluff" of the book replacing it with the quick navigation to plot and character development.

You never as a reader, get the sense or draw to the story line or characters that occur in other

novels of his. While this review centers around this Book Shot, it should be noted that Patterson

look to slow down his offerings each year, limiting them to a few rather then many. While story and

idea are good, it reflects in the writings showing an effort that is not typical of his earlier works.

This book was very intriguing from the beginning to the end. I enjoyed how they are giving his wife a



bigger role in the novels without taking from the other characters. Momma Nanna is hoot as always.

I also enjoy how they are able to highlight the children's growth and give them subplots in the series.

I enjoyed this book and the twist that it brought taking Detective Cross back to his roots of

psychiatry. I did miss hearing about his sidekick and hopefully he will be back in the next novel.

Overall I give this book a big thumbs up and swirl.

This book was quick, interesting, and fun to read. Bookshots are not the most detailed and

developed storied, but this was still quite interesting and kept me entertained the whole time. I can't

ever usually finish longer books due to time constraints, so a smaller book like this kept my interest

the whole time, and allowed me to be able to finish. It was entertaining, thrilling, and mysterious, not

knowing what will happen next. It was definitely a good read for what it was supposed to be!

In a modern era political battle over veteran care the book couldn't be more timely about the

inefficiencies of federal government versus the terrorist methods to get attentions. The Washington

mall makes a good back drop for this story. If you've spent any time there, the visualizations are

easy.

Mr Patterson you have done it again with this boomer of a thriller. Once again poor Alex has been

suspended for some unknown reason and Bree is in charge of several D.C. bomb hunt and now he

became Doctor Cross treating IED survivors And a lady IED expect with suicidal intention. Rather

then ruining it for future readers I will sign off on this Masterpiece now

Dr. Cross is a fascinating character. The continuing series leads me to look for the next book. Thank

you for writing this and other good books.

Another good story by James Patterson. Enjoyed like I always do. And was nice to be short. Didn't

have to stay up past midnight to finish. Hate to stop reading in the middle!!

Each CROSS book gets better and better. Chapter size is great. Understanding gets beyond easy

understanding. Chapter flow is delightful. My love for The Cross Family is endearing.
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